Fall 2019 “Prof Pick” Classes Requiring Supplemental Materials

Clinics

Supplemental materials required for each clinic are specified in the Law School’s Class Bidding system during the active clinic bidding session: March 19 at 8 a.m. – March 22 at 5 p.m.

Required: (1) Statement of interest (< 100 words), (2) resume, and (3) indicate any language skills.

To complete your CLINIC bids:

1. Request clinics using Class Bidding.
2. Submit the required supplemental materials online by the deadline: Friday, March 22 at 5 p.m.

Go to Class Bidding: https://www.law.umich.edu/classbidding
Go to Submit Required Materials: https://srm.law.umich.edu

Seminars & Practice Simulations

Students interested in a “prof pick” seminar, practice simulation, DLAW externship, or Problem Solving Initiative (PSI) course during the active Class Bidding session (April 8 at 8 a.m. – April 10 at 5 p.m.) must:

1. Request the class using Class Bidding.
2. Submit the required supplemental materials online by the deadline: Wednesday, April 10 at 5 p.m. (unless an EARLIER deadline is stated).

Go to Class Bidding: https://www.law.umich.edu/classbidding
Go to Submit Required Materials: https://srm.law.umich.edu

Notes:
• The professor or PSI administrator reviews the bids and required materials (if applicable) and selects a group of students. The class bidding system then applies the usual priority and seniority rules to the pool of selected students to generate the final assignments.
• Priorities can be used (and spent) on bids for “prof pick” seminars, practice simulations, DLAW externship, and PSI courses.
• During the Wolverine Access Drop/Add period, admission to a “prof pick” class is by permission of the professor or PSI administrator and not according to waitlist order.
• Students interested in a “prof pick” seminar or practice simulation (or DLAW externship) during the Drop/Add period (May 20 at 8 a.m. – September 11 at 11:59 p.m.) should add themselves to the waitlist in Wolverine Access and submit the required supplemental materials via email to the professor for their consideration.
• Students interested in a PSI course during the Drop/Add period (May 20 at 8 a.m. – September 11 at 11:59 p.m.) should contact problemsolving@umich.edu.
Seminars and practice simulations requiring supplemental materials:

- **#477 ANTITRUST: MERGER HOT TOPICS (Nannes):**
  Required: (1) Brief statement of interest. The statement should indicate whether you have taken the basic Federal Antitrust course. Please feel free to indicate any additional course work that you have completed, or professional experiences that you have had, that you think are relevant to your interest in the course.

- **#730 APPELLATE ADVOCACY: SKILLS & PRACTICE (Caminker):**
  Required: (1) Resume, and (2) Statement explaining why you want to take this class. What do you most want to learn? What, if any, background or experience do you have with writing as an advocate, whether brief-writing or otherwise? What about oral advocacy, legal or otherwise? What are your current strengths and weaknesses with respect to writing? And with respect to oral advocacy or public speaking? What are your tentative near and mid-term career aspirations or interests?

- **#807 CIVIL RIGHTS LITIGATION (Steinberg):**
  Required: (1) Resume, and (2) Statement of interest explaining why you want to take this class.

- **#410 CLEAN ENERGY LAW & ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTITUTIONALISM (Learner):**
  Required: (1) Statement of interest.

- **#622 EDITING & ADVOCACY: FOUNDING PHRASES (Barry):**
  Required: (1) Resume.

- **#818 FAKE IT (Miller):**
  Required: (1) Brief statement (50 words or less) as to why you want into this seminar or what you might have to offer to it.

- **#719 GOOD WITH WORDS: CREATIVE COUNSEL (Barry):**
  Required: (1) Resume.

- **#884 IMPACT ECONOMY (Hines/Denniston):**
  Required: (1) Resume, and (2) Brief statement (100 words) explaining why you want to take this class.

- **#827 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WORKSHOP (Eisenberg/Litman):**
  Required: (1) Brief statement explaining why you would like to enroll in the workshop. If you have had any prior IP coursework or experience, include that information.

- **#831 INT’L COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS (Dickinson):**
  Required: (1) CV (curriculum vitae), and (2) Statement explaining why you want to take this class.

- **#435 LAW FIRM CAREERS IN AN EVOLVING PROFESSION (Hirshon):**
  Required: (1) Resume, and (2) Statement explaining why you would like to enroll in this class and what you hope to learn. After graduating law school, what do you expect to be doing? Please either state the name of the firm, or if undecided, the size of the firm. Also, please include any plans for a judicial clerkship.

- **#499 PRIVATE EQUITY (Wyatt):**
  Required: (1) Brief statement (100 words) explaining why you want to take this class.
• #836 THE UNITED NATIONS (Daugirdas):
  Required: (1) Statement of interest.

Extenship

• #960/#961 DETROIT LITIGATION ADVOCACY WORKSHOP (DLAW)/SEMINAR (Savit):
  Required: (1) Brief statement (100 words) explaining why you want to take this class, and (2) resume.

Problem Solving Initiative (PSI) Courses

• #741 INTERDISCIPLINARY PROBLEM SOLVING:
  Required: (1) Statement of interest. What skills, experiences, or background will you contribute to this particular class, and what applicable courses have you taken? [Max 200 words]
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